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Abstract: The distribution of interface stresses between the residual limb and prosthetic socket of a
transtibial amputee has been considered as a direct indicator of the socket quality fit and comfort.
Therefore, researchers have been very interested in quantifying these interface stresses in order
to evaluate the extent of any potential damage caused by the socket to the residual limb tissues.
During the past 50 years a variety of measurement techniques have been employed in an effort to
identify sites of excessive stresses which may lead to skin breakdown, compare stress distributions in
various socket designs, and evaluate interface cushioning and suspension systems, among others.
The outcomes of such measurement techniques have contributed to improving the design and
fitting of transtibial sockets. This article aims to review the operating principles, advantages, and
disadvantages of conventional and emerging techniques used for interface stress measurements
inside transtibial sockets. It also reviews and discusses the evolution of different socket concepts and
interface stress investigations conducted in the past five decades, providing valuable insights into the
latest trends in socket designs and the crucial considerations for effective stress measurement tools
that lead to a functional prosthetic socket.

Keywords: prosthetic sockets; transtibial amputee; pressure measurement transducers; interface
stress investigations; PTB sockets; TSB sockets; liners; suspension systems; biomechanics

1. Introduction

The incidence of lower limb amputations is increasing worldwide due to the high rate of traffic
accidents and vascular-related diseases [1,2]. Transtibial amputees often use a prosthesis (artificial
limb) as a rehabilitation tool to restore their appearance and daily activities [3]. The prosthesis consists
of several essential components such as socket, shank, ankle and foot. The socket provides the coupling
between the residual limb (stump) and the remaining components of the prosthetic device. The fitting
and design of socket is the most challenging procedure due to the uniqueness and complexity of each
amputee’s residual limb [4]. Uncomfortable prosthesis due to misfitting at the residual limb-socket
interface may lead to excessive stresses, pistoning (vertical movements within the socket), skin irritation
and ulcers, and even to potential reamputation [5,6]. Therefore, a smooth load transfer between the
residual limb and prosthesis is crucial for a functional socket and the amputee’s satisfaction. This can
be achieved by concrete understanding of the interface pressure distribution inside prosthetic sockets
as it has a major effect on the socket quality fit and comfort [4].

Over 45 years ago, the interface pressure was not quantitatively assessed [7]. Instead, prosthetists
make a clear check socket and then assessed the pressure distribution under static weight-bearing
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conditions based on the skin color. Skin blanching indicated areas with higher contact pressures
than those with normal skin color. For further assessment, experienced prosthetists would insert
stick corsets at the residual limb-socket interface to check the socket fit [7,8]. This process requires
highly skilled prosthetists/clinicians and does not even provide an overall picture of actual pressure
distribution within prosthetic sockets.

Since the late 1960s, researchers and prosthetists have been developing a variety of force
transducers in order to map the pressure distribution during/after socket design, thus improving
socket fit and comfort [9]. Selecting suitable transducers is challenging and relies on the specific
experimental and clinical environment. Few guidelines to be considered when selecting the sensing
tool and its mounting technique have been reported [10,11]. The ability of the sensing tool to measure
normal and shear stresses is of great importance. Besides, the transducer mounting should be easy and
quick. For experiments outside the lab, the sensing system must consume little power to be capable of
longer monitoring intervals using batteries. Other requirements include high accuracy and frequency
response, enhanced sensitivity, and low hysteresis and drift.

Several measurement techniques have been reported in the literature, including strain gauges,
piezoresistive, capacitive, and optical sensors. This article aims to provide a comprehensive overview of
the evolution of various transtibial socket concepts as well as the operating principles, advantages, and
disadvantages of conventional and emerging techniques used for measuring normal and shear stresses
at the interface between the residual limb and prosthetic sockets. It also summarized and discussed
the interface stress investigations conducted during the past five decades using the aforementioned
techniques. The authors believe that this work will help prosthetists/researchers select the appropriate
sensing tool for their future applications.

2. The Evolution of Transtibial Socket Designs

The artificial joint-corset transtibial prosthesis that employs a thigh corset, with or without a waist
belt as suspension system, had been used many years before Radcliffe introduced the patellar tendon
bearing (PTB) sockets in the 1950s [12–14]. The PTB socket is commonly made of laminated woven
materials together with acrylic resins or of molded thermoplastic sheets [15]. Detailed fabrication
procedures can be found in [15,16]. The socket structure provides partial enclosure of the patella
tendon (distal third of the patella) and extends the medial and lateral aspects of the socket higher
up to the level of adductor tubercle of the femur in order to ensure knee stability and share body
weight bearing. The posterior aspect is flared out proximally to allow comfortable knee flexion and
prevent excessive pressure on the hamstring tendons. The socket is lined with a cushioning material,
made of 5-mm thick polyethylene foam (i.e., Pelite), to reduce the interface pressure between the
residual limb and socket [17]. This socket design was widely used with a variety of suspension
methods [18,19] to secure the coupling between the residual limb and PTB socket with or without the
insertion of a Pelite liner [2]. These suspension methods include suprapatellar cuffs with or without
waist belts [12], supracondylar suprapatellar (SCSP) [20], supracondylar (SC) [21], and figure-of-8
suprapatellar straps [22], and rubber sleeves [23].

The PTB design concept distributes loads over the pressure tolerant areas of the residual limb;
such as the patellar tendon (PT), the medial flare of the tibia, anterior muscular compartment, and
popliteal area, while pressure is relieved on intolerant areas; such as the fibula head, anterior tibia
crest, and anterior distal tibia [24,25]. This concept had shown satisfactory results for up to 90% of
amputees [26] and still one of the most commonly used socket types [27]. Although PTB socket design
provides a good fit, it causes suspension problems and produces concentrated pressures on tolerant
areas resulting in skin stretching, which is one of the major causes of residual limb injuries [28,29].
Additionally, the fabrication of PTB sockets is laborious and time consuming and necessitates a skilled
prosthetist [16]. It is also not suitable for amputees with sharp bony and/or sensitive residual limbs.

Later in 1986, Kristinsson introduced an alternative socket concept called “Total Surface Bearing
(TSB)” sockets with silicone liners [30]. Its shape is significantly different from traditional PTB socket
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in that it is not indented at the PT and posterior popliteal regions [31]. In addition, the pressure is
uniformly distributed all over the residual limb so that no peak pressure occurs. With TSB sockets,
residual limb soft tissues are exposed to tolerable compressive pressure while the bony areas are
stabilized in the residual limb [4]; thus no damage to skin due to excessive loads occurs when silicone
liners are employed [32]. This is because the silicone liner materials are pliable and closely follows the
whole contour of the stump surface [24,33]. Two major suspension methods are in use to couple the
TSB sockets to the residual limb; either by a single pin attached to the distal end of the silicone liner or
through circumferential seals that produce vacuum at the socket [32].

TSB sockets exhibit prominent advantages over PTB sockets such as superior suspension due to
the full adhesion of the silicone liner to the residual limb, protection of the residual limb, better cosmetic
appearance, and improved function [24]. Generally, amputees have stated preference with prosthetic
sockets incorporating silicone liners as suspension systems [34]. In spite of the overall satisfaction with
silicone suspension systems, they exhibit numerous disadvantages including perspiration, itching, the
increase of bulk around the knee and proximal circumference of the socket, volume changes of the
residual limb during daily activities, difficulties in donning and doffing, and milking phenomenon.
Recently, new suspension systems (air pneumatic [35] and magnetic systems [36]) have been proposed,
and it is claimed that they can overcome the drawbacks of commonly used systems with regard to the
volume changes over time, donning and doffing, and the pain induced by the milking phenomenon.

Rapid Prototyping (RP) technologies have been recently investigated as an alternative candidate
to the traditional sockets manufacturing techniques [37,38]. The acquisition of the residual limb
shape is done through a 3D laser scanner that produces digitizing data. CAD/CAM software is then
used to convert the digital information into a 3D shape of the residual limb. The shape is saved
in a suitable format for rapid prototyping. It is believed that in addition to reducing the socket
fabrication time from days to hours, which undoubtedly favorably affects the cost, it eliminates
the tedious steps of traditional socket fabrication such as making the negative and positive molds,
rectification, and finishing. However, a feasibility study by Tan et al. found that RP socket functional
characteristics were very similar to that of traditional sockets in terms of pressure distribution and
the usual drawbacks [15,37]. In 2006, Faustini and colleagues modified the RP-fabricated socket with
integrated compliant features (thin-walled sections) to provide high contact pressure relief at the
interface between the residual limb and socket [39]. Rogers et al. have assessed the performance of
RP sockets with the variably compliant features and found that it obviously reduced the pressures on
sensitive areas of the residual limb which led to better comfort and fit of the prosthesis, suggesting
that evaluation of long-term durability of compliant sockets with a large number of subjects would
provide better insight into the practicality of this design concept [40]. Later in 2013, Sengeh and Herr
from the Media Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) introduced and evaluated a 3D
printed variable-impedance prosthetic socket with compliant features aiming to lower the interface
pressure over bony protuberances [41]. In this design, the smoothly varying socket wall impedance is
inversely proportional to the impedance of the underlying anatomy of the residual limb. This design
reduced the contact pressures when compared with rigid conventional socket and a 16% increase
in the self-selected walking speed of the participant was observed. However, the socket was nearly
three times heavier than the conventional carbon socket due to the poor mechanical properties of the
3D printed materials and the large socket-wall thicknesses necessary to achieve structural integrity.
A broader research to reduce the socket weight with maintaining its structural integrity is needed.
Moreover, clinical studies that include a large number of subjects is necessary to better understand the
relationship between excessive socket pressure and socket variable impedance properties using widely
used interface pressure measurement techniques.
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3. Transducer Mounting Techniques

Based on the literature, interface stress measurement transducers can be mounted using different
techniques: transducers mounted on socket wall, transducers inserted in socket, and transducers
embedded in the socket wall (see Figure 1).
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commercially available techniques such as F-Socket sensing mats (Tekscan, Boston, MA, USA). 

  

Figure 1. Transducer mounting techniques: (a) transducer mounted on socket wall through drilled
hole and the piston extended to be in direct contact with residual limb skin; (b) the same mounting
technique with a slight difference that the piston is flush with the inner socket face and does not
penetrate the liner; (c) transducer inserted inside prosthetic socket; and (d) transducer embedded in
the socket wall.

3.1. Transducers Mounted on Socket Wall

This technique was first used in 1968 by Appoldt et al. to study pressures in transfemoral
sockets [42]. The strain gauge (SG) is the most common sensing element employed for this mounting
technique. An assembly of SG sensing elements and cylindrical piston are configured in a cylinder-like
housing mounted onto the socket wall in locations of significance through drilled holes, as shown in
Figure 1a,b. The piston must be flush with and normal to the socket inner face in order to transfer the
stresses on the residual limb to the SG sensing elements.

Many investigators have used this mounting technique during the past five decades to evaluate the
static and dynamic interface pressure profiles within transtibial sockets [43–46]. SG-based transducers are
undoubtedly able to measure both normal and shear stresses with high accuracy and sensitivity, however,
placement of these transducers requires a modified check socket with holes which is laborious and may
alter the residual limb-socket interface pressure distribution. Moreover, the bulkiness of transducers
increases the weight of the prosthesis during the experiments, affecting the accuracy of interface pressure
measurements. It also dismisses the pressures at the areas in between the transducer sites, offering lower
spatial resolution [8]. These limitations impeded the use of this technique in clinical settings.

To overcome these shortcomings, Sewell et al. have recently designed and clinically tested an
artificial intelligence approach, particularly inverse problem analysis. This approach could predict
the static and dynamic pressures inside transtibial sockets from strain data collected by SGs attached
directly to the socket outer surface. No holes through the socket wall are required to accommodate
the SG transducers [47–49]. The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approach can find a complex
non-linear transfer function that relates the surface strain to the applied internal pressures. To find
this relationship, a loading device for applying known pressures inside the socket is used and the SGs
collect the related surface strain data that will then be stored as ANN inputs and outputs pairs. A large
number of these pairs were required for the ANN to accurately train (i.e., find an accurate relationship
between the inputs and outputs). This approach might allow the prosthetists to quantitatively analyze
the interface pressures within prosthetic sockets in clinical settings. In addition, these SG transducers
can be mounted easily and rapidly. However, only one subject has been involved in the experimental
validation and the results need to be compared with other commercially available techniques such as
F-Socket sensing mats (Tekscan, Boston, MA, USA).
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3.2. Transducers Inserted in Socket

This technique does not require a modified check socket with holes as the transducers are quite
thin and can be inserted between the residual limb and liner or between the liner and prosthetic
socket [2], as shown in Figure 1c. SG, piezoresistive, capacitive, and optical-based transducers have
been inserted in sockets. Sonck et al. was the first to assess pressures in transtibial sockets by inserting
a diaphragm deflection SG-based transducer in transtibial sockets [50]. F-Socket sensing mats have
been introduced later, providing higher spatial resolution. Several F-Socket transducers are usually
used simultaneously to map pressure distribution all over the residual limb aspects. However, these
sensing mats exhibited hysteresis and drift. Furthermore, the F-Socket sensels might crease and fail,
affecting the measurement accuracy.

3.3. Transducers Embedded in Socket Wall

This mounting technique is being developed by researchers from Centre for Applied Biomechanics
(CAB) at the University of Malaya, Malaysia. The researchers have conducted several attempts to embed
Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors in the socket wall during socket fabrication (see Figure 1d). The
FBG sensors are sandwiched in between stockinet layers before injecting the resin material all around
the positive mold of the residual limb. Due to their high sensitivity to dynamic loads [51], the internal
strains induced within the socket wall during amputee ambulation can be translated into interface
pressure values using the inverse problem analysis approach. FBGs are very small sized [52] and can be
multiplexed to enable a larger sensitive area [53], thus they provides higher resolution than some other
reported transducers. It is hypothesized that the FBGs with this configuration can also be used to assess
the mechanical performance of socket wall materials during ambulation, running and cycling.

4. Types of Transducers

A variety of interface stress measurement methods have been used within transtibial sockets including
SGs, piezoresistive, capacitive, optoelectronic, and optical fiber transducers. Table 1 summarizes their
structure, mounting techniques, advantages, and disadvantages. Detailed background, working principles,
and applications of such systems in transtibial sockets are highlighted in the following sub-sections.

4.1. Strain Gauge-Based Transducers

SGs are small patches of silicone or metal that exhibit a change in their electrical resistance
in response to any applied mechanical strains (see Figure 2) [54,55]. They are very sensitive and
susceptible to humidity and heat changes; therefore, they are very often used in Wheatstone bridge
configurations to overcome these problems [56]. The relative change of resistance (∆R/R) with respect
to that change in strain (ε) determines the gauge factor (GF) as in the equation below:

GF “
∆R{R
ε

(1)

SG-based transducers have been widely used in many applications [54]. Their use in lower
limb prosthesis for pressure measurements established in late 1960s [42]. They have been used
either as diaphragm deflection transducers inserted in socket to measure only pressure [57] or as a
piston-type transducers mounted on the socket wall to measure both normal and shear stresses [58].
The first reported diaphragm deflection SG-based transducer capable of measuring only direct pressure
was Kulite sensor in 1970 [50,59]. Its sensing element diameter and thickness are 3.2 and 0.8 mm,
respectively. It is monolithic and has a stiff backing to keep it flat when attached to curved surfaces.
In spite of its simplicity, high sensitivity and lightweight, it exhibited several limitations. Its stiff
backing mismatches with the residual limb tissues and liner, causing stress concentrations at the sensor
edges especially at the anatomically curved areas, putting the skin in local tension and altering the
pressure distribution [59].
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Table 1. Types of transducers used in transtibial prosthetic sockets and their relative merits and demerits.

Transducer Type Ref. Structure and Mounting Technique Parameters to Measure Merits Demerits

Diaphragm SG
(Kulite sensor) [50,57]

(i) A circle-shaped sensing element
with a diameter and thickness of
3.2 and 0.8 mm, respectively, and a
four conductor ribbon cable of
0.5 mm thickness is attached to its
bottom surface.

(ii) It is a monolithic integrated circuit
Wheatstone bridge formed directly
on a silicone diaphragm.

(iii) It could be inserted inside the socket.
(iv) No longer used.

(i) Strains
(ii) Forces

(iii) Direct pressures

(i) Simplicity,
(ii) High sensitivity, and

(iii) Lightweight

(i) Its stiff backing mismatches with
the residual limb tissues, causing
stress concentrations at the
sensor edges,

(ii) Loads are measured at
isolated sites,

(iii) When put in an array of sensing
elements. It would be subjected
to crosstalk due to its rigidity and
the cables restrict the subject
movement which alters the
amputee’s normal gait.

Piston-type SG [42,45,58,59]

(i) Small patches of silicone or metal,
(ii) An assembly of SG sensing elements

and cylindrical piston are configured
in a cylinder-like housing, and

(iii) Mounted onto the socket wall in
locations of significance through
drilled holes

(i) Forces, and
(ii) Normal & shear stresses

(i) High sensitivity and accuracy,
(ii) No crosstalk and edge

stress concentrations.

(i) Holes in the socket wall alter the
pressure distribution,

(ii) Bulky size,
(iii) The data cables increased the

prosthesis weight, distorting the
stress measurement.

(iv) Require a relatively more power
to operate.

Single-point FSRs [60,61]

(i) A sensitive element in form of an
elastomer, conductive ink, conductive
rubber, or carbon fiber that is
sandwiched between two layers of
flexible polyester films glued by an
adhesive to form a piezoresistive
pressure sensor.

(ii) Positioned in-situ inside the
prosthetic socket

(i) Forces,
(ii) Direct contact pressures

(i) Thin construction,
(ii) Small profile,

(iii) Flexibility,
(iv) Good sensitivity,
(v) Relatively simple structure, and

(vi) Ease of use.
(vii) Available in various shapes and sizes

(i) Covers a very small
sensing surface
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Table 1. Cont.

Transducer Type Ref. Structure and Mounting Technique Parameters to Measure Merits Demerits

Array of
Piezoresistive [60,62–67]

(i) Constructed of 96 individual sensing
points (sensels) arranged in a matrix
of 16 rows and 6 columns.

(ii) Could be inside prosthetic sockets.

(i) Direct contact pressures

(i) Requires no modifications in sockets,
making them superior over
piston-type SGs

(ii) Most commonly used piezoresistive
sensing sheets for interface pressure
measurement inside
prosthetic sockets.

(iii) Provides higher spatial resolution.
(iv) Satisfactory reproducibility

and sensitivity,
(v) Flexibility, and

(vi) Thin structure.
(vii) Simple electronics

(i) Non-linearity
(ii) Needs to be equilibrated and

calibrated before each use,
(iii) Drift,
(iv) Hysteresis,
(v) Temperature sensitivity.

(vi) Their disability to measure
shear stresses.

Capacitive (Single
sensing element) [68–73]

(i) A dielectric material sandwiched
between two parallel
conductive surfaces.

(ii) Could be mounted inside and/or
outside transtibial sockets.

(i) Forces
(ii) Pressures

(iii) Displacement

(i) Flexibility
(ii) The operational accuracy was ˘20%

(i) Their use in prosthetic sockets
was limited due to their rigid
substrates that do not comply
with the residual limb geometry.

(ii) Their sophisticated
manufacturing techniques
hindered low cost fabrication of
multiple sensor arrays.

“Novel”
Capacitive (Array) [67,74]

(i) A matrix array of 16 sensing sites
(4 ˆ 4) mounted in silicone substrate
(2.5 cm ˆ 2.5 cm) with a thickness of
0.63 mm.

(ii) Could be inserted between the skin
and liner or between the liner
and socket.

(i) Interface pressures

(i) Showed no noticeable sensor drift
occurred between pre- and
post-test calibration.

(ii) Acceptable reliability and
accuracy, and

(iii) Superior to piezoresistive sensors

(i) Still unidirectional, measuring
only direct pressures
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Table 1. Cont.

Transducer Type Ref. Structure and Mounting Technique Parameters to Measure Merits Demerits

3-D printed
Capacitive [1]

(i) A flexible frame (20 mm ˆ 20 mm),
with thickness of 4 mm.

(ii) Could be inside prosthetic sockets

(i) Interface normal &
shear stresses

(i) Low-cost and versatile solution with
capability of adopting
irregular shapes.

(ii) Small in size
(iii) Higher sensitivity and flexibility,

lower temperature dependency,
more robust structure, lower power
consumption, better frequency
response and a larger dynamic range
than piezoresistive devices.

(i) Their susceptibility to
crosstalk noise,

(ii) Require more
sophisticated electronics

Fibre-optics [3,75]

(i) The optical fiber based sensors (FBG)
has a longitudinal periodic variation
of the refractive index neff written in
the core of optical fiber for generating
the required spatial pattern. When an
optical fiber with an FBG is coupled
to a light source and subjected to any
external mechanical forces, the light
passing through it will be
back-reflected by the FBG itself at a
Bragg wavelength, λB, depending on
the spacing between the periodic
variations and the strain-optic effect.

(ii) Could be inserted inside sockets,
embedded in the socket wall, or
embedded in the prosthetic
silicone liners

(i) Strains,
(ii) Forces,

(iii) Normal &
shear stresses,

(iv) Vibration,
(v) Temperature, etc.

(i) High sensitivity,
(ii) durability,

(iii) immunity to electromagnetic
interference (EMI),

(iv) mutiplexability,
(v) and resistant to harsh environments

(i) Full operation might be
hampered due to any damage to
the optical fiber.

Optoelectronic [76,77]

(i) Made of an external silicone bulk
structure and a printed circuit board
which accommodates an array of
sensitive elements (LEDs &
Photodiodes).

(ii) Could be inserted inside sockets or
embedded in the prosthetic
silicone liners

(i) Normal and
shear stresses,

(ii) Displacement

(i) Accuracy
(ii) Sensitivity

(i) Susceptible to EMIs
(ii) Bulky
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Another limitation is that it measures loads at isolated sites, dismissing the stresses between the
measurement sites. Rae and Cockrell attempted to overcome the latter problem by taping several
Kulite sensors together in a grid-like array to achieve stress measurements within a certain area [57].
However, the array was subjected to crosstalk due to its rigidity. In addition, the group of cables
restricted the subject movement and altered the amputee’s normal gait.

To lessen the above limitations such as the crosstalk and edge stress concentrations, the piston-type
transducer mounted on the socket wall has been introduced. Holes are drilled in the socket wall to affix
the piston-housing cylinder at sites of clinical interest with the aim to place the transducers flush with
the residual limb-socket interface. Appoldt and Bennett were the first to come up with this transducer
concept [42]. The pressure transducer concept was a cylinder-housed plunger piston-type force gauge.
The piston transfers the interface pressure to a small beam equipped with a SG and clamped at its
ends to the distal end of the cylinder frame. This transducer showed appropriate sensitivity and was
insensitive to crosstalk. However, it was a unidirectional transducer measuring only direct pressures.

The external stresses acting on a residual limb are a combination of normal and shear stresses.
Thus, shear stresses are no less important than direct pressures as they might reduce skin blood
flow, producing lesions in skin [10]. Consequently, Appoldt et al. introduced in 1970 a shear stress
transducer that is able to fit in the same holes used for direct pressure measurements and be flush
with the interface [59]. Later, Sanders and Daly introduced the first in-socket-wall transducer that
is capable of measuring stresses in three orthogonal dimensions simultaneously with exceptional
advancements [45]. Thereafter, several researchers improved the SG-based in-socket-wall transducer
designs which contributed to better understanding of interface stresses in transtibial prosthetic
sockets [11,16,79,80]. Clinical investigations of normal and shear stresses that involve a number
of amputees were then conducted during standing and walking [44,80–83].

Despite the advances in SG-based transducer designs, it is still used as a research tool rather
than as a clinical device as the socket to which they attach must be permanently modified with holes
drilled through the socket wall [7]. Furthermore, the bulky size of piston-type SG transducers and
their data cables increased the prosthesis weight, distorting the stress measurement [10]. Moreover,
SG based transducer experiments are usually conducted in lab since they require a relatively more
power to operate. For outside of the lab, they operate for short-term use in research settings using
batteries [11,84]. Other sensing technologies, such as piezoresistive and capacitive, requires less power
and thus may be applicable for longer monitoring intervals [11].

4.2. Piezoresistive Transducers

Most researchers and instrument builders prefer to use piezoresistive sensors such as Force
Sensing Resistors (FSRs) [85] due to their distinguished features including thin construction, small
profile, flexibility, good sensitivity, relatively simple structure, and ease of use [60,61]. FSRs can be
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made in various shapes and sizes so as to be utilized for many applications to measure rate of changes
in applied forces and detect contact pressure between two surfaces. In contrast to SGs that could be
either positioned within prosthetic sockets or mounted on socket wall, all piezoresistive sensors are
very thin sheets; ideal to be positioned in-situ inside the prosthetic socket.

Standard FSRs are made of a pressure sensitive element in the form of an elastomer, conductive
ink, and conductive rubber or carbon fiber that is sandwiched between two layers of flexible polyester
films glued by an adhesive to form a piezoresistive pressure sensor [54]. Typically, they work as a
variable resistance with a magnitude larger than 1 MΩ when unloaded. If an increased pressure is
applied onto the surface of the sensor, the resistance drops accordingly [60,86]. The electrical resistance
is calculated using the following formula:

R “
ρ ˆ l

A
(2)

where ρ, l, and A denote the bulk resistivity, length, cross-sectional area of the piezoresistor respectively.
Usually, the change of resistance is converted into corresponding voltage output using the Wheatstone
bridge configuration [87,88].

Several FSRs are commercially available, such as the Interlink FSR (Interlink Electronics, Inc.,
Camarillo, CA, USA), the LuSense PS3 (LuSense, Luxembourg), and Tekscan FlexiForce A201 (Tekscan,
Boston, MA, USA) shown in Figure 3. Some researchers have experimentally investigated the
differences between these different designs in terms of linearity, dynamic accuracy, time drift, and
repeatability [60,85,89]. The FlexiForce performed better when large slowly-varying forces are applied
infrequently for long durations. It also showed the highest precision, but with higher noise than the
other two. Unfortunately, these piezoresistors can measure contact forces at only one site while it
is required to use multiple strips or an array of piezoresistors to cover larger areas on the residual
limb. Zhang and his colleague employed parallel resistive strips to allow pressure measurement at
many contact points [90]. Ruda et al. have recently attempted to make a sensor network containing
five FlexiForce sensors aligned in a special configuration and embedded in a flexible, thin sheet of
acetate [68]. Unfortunately this configuration is still inefficient to measure residual limb stresses since
it has a very small sensing surface.
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The Rincoe Socket Fitting (RG Rincoe and Associates, Golden, CO, USA) and F-Socket (Tekscan,)
systems are the most commonly used piezoresistive sensing sheets for interface pressure measurement
inside prosthetic sockets. Both systems require no modifications in sockets, making them superior
over piston-type SGs. The Rincoe Socket Fitting System is a combination of 60 FSRs embedded in
six polyvinilidyne fluoride strips with a thickness of 0.36 mm. Each strip is composed of 10 sensing
points [91]. They are factory calibrated, but a calibration table is provided by the manufacturer. The
F-Socket transducer is also based on FSR technology. It is constructed of 96 individual sensing points
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(sensels) arranged in a matrix of 16 rows and six columns [60], as shown in Figure 4. It therefore
provides higher spatial resolution of the pressure distribution than Rincoe Socket strips do. Each sensel
performs as a variable resistance that changes its value upon the application of pressure. F-Socket
transducer system does not require sophisticated electronics. Prior to each clinical trial, F-Socket mat
however needs to be equilibrated and calibrated, according to the manufacturer’s instructions [62].
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To the best of the authors’ knowledge, Engsberg et al. was the first to investigate pressures inside
transtibial sockets using the F-socket system [63]. Two transtibial amputees participated in this study
and the pressure distribution was assessed in static and dynamic conditions. Houston et al. later
included more subjects (four amputees) to evaluate the F-Socket transducers [64]. These two studies
found that the pressure values measured with the F-Socket system were similar to those previously
reported with other types of pressure measurement systems [9,45]. These results were optimistic about
the potential use of F-Socket system in clinical settings. To date, neither the manufacturer nor these
two prosthetic investigations have discussed the calibration of F-socket transducers, their accuracy,
reliability or other issues pertaining to their use [7–9].

Later, several researchers have assessed the validity and reliability of F-Socket transducers for
prosthetic use in a clinical environment [65–67]. Buis and Convery investigated the encountered
calibration problems and the possible techniques to reduce inaccuracy in clinical measurements [65].
Hachisuka et al. studied the performance of Tekscan pressure transducers when subjected to rapid and
repetitive movements [66]. Despite the sensor drift, hysteresis, and temperature sensitivity, the sensor
reproducibility and sensitivity was considered satisfactory under laboratory conditions. Polliack
and colleagues have compared the Rincoe Socket Fitting and F-Socket systems in terms of reliability,
accuracy, hysteresis and clinical validity when these sensors were subjected to tests in flatbed and
custom-designed pressure vessels [9]. The findings indicated favorable results for the F-Socket pressure
sensing mat (8% (flatbed) and 11% (mould)) compared to the Rincoe Socket system (25% (flatbed) and
33% (mould)) with respect to its accuracy errors only. The hysteresis and drift tests showed better
results with the Rincoe system. Generally, they believed that both systems can be used in clinical
settings for residual limb-socket interface pressure measurements. Since then, the F-Socket system
has been the most commonly used pressure sensor for prosthetic sockets. As above-mentioned, the
main drawback of F-Socket sensors is related to their disability to measure shear stresses and their
hysteresis that causes low frequency response when compared with capacitive sensors [54,88].
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4.3. Capacitive Transducers

A capacitance sensor consists of a dielectric material sandwiched between two parallel conductive
surfaces. It could be configured based on two displacement principles; the first approach depends
on the change in the overlapping surface area between the two conductive surfaces which makes it
more attractive due to its high precision. The second approach depends on the distance between the
two conductive surfaces [54]. The capacitance can be expressed as:

C “
A ε0εr

d
(3)

where C is the capacitance, A is the overlapping area of the two surfaces, ε0 is the permittivity of free
space, εr is the relative permittivity of the dielectric material and d is distance between the plates [68].

Capacitive sensors have also been used in prosthetic applications [69–72] and could be mounted
inside and/or outside transtibial sockets. Meier et al. reported in 1973 the first attempt to use a
capacitive sensor for pressure measurements in prosthetic sockets [73]. They developed flexible,
inexpensive capacitive sensors that were each 2-mm thick and could be inserted at the interface
between the residual limb and socket. Based on bench tests performed, the operational accuracy
was ˘20%. In 1998, Polliack and his colleagues contacted Novel Electronics Inc. (Saint Paul, MN,
USA), requesting a capacitive-based sensor design, similar to the one that had been commercialized by
the company for seating assessments (i.e., wheelchair), that is capable of measuring interface pressures
inside prosthetic sockets [67]. The “Novel” prototype capacitive sensor was then designed for their
study as a matrix array of 16 sensing sites (4 ˆ 4) mounted in silicone substrate (2.5 cm ˆ 2.5 cm)
with a thickness of 0.63 mm. It is usually inserted between the skin and liner or between the liner
and socket. Bench tests using compressed air were performed to assess the validity of the “Novel”
prototype sensor in terms of accuracy, hysteresis, effect of curvature, and drift responses in both a
flatbed chamber and a custom modified pressure vessel. Novel sensors were then positioned at nine
different locations on the residual limb positive mold enveloped with a silicone liner. For clinical
evaluation of this sensor design, two transtibial amputees participated in this study. The results were
encouraging. The bench tests and clinical study showed no noticeable sensor drift occurred between
pre- and post-test calibration values after three hours of continual use. It also showed acceptable
reliability and accuracy [69]. These findings made capacitance sensors much superior to piezoresistive
sensors [93,94]. Novel Electronics, Inc has since then commercialized this capacitance socket sensor.
However, this sensor design is still unidirectional, measuring only direct pressures. Later, several
tri-axial stress sensors have been reported, but their use in prosthetic sockets was limited due to their
rigid substrates that do not comply with the residual limb geometry [58,95] and their sophisticated
manufacturing techniques that hinder low cost fabrication of multiple sensor arrays [74].

3D printing technology offers a low-cost and versatile solution with capability of adopting
irregular shapes which represents a key advantage for potential applications at residual limb–socket
interfaces. In 2015, Laszczak and his colleagues developed and validated a capacitive-based 3-D
printed stress sensor that is small in size and could simultaneously measure normal and shear stresses
inside prosthetic sockets [1]. It is made of a flexible frame (20 mm ˆ 20 mm), with a thickness of
4 mm. Firstly, it was analyzed using FEA and then evaluated using lab tests. The results showed
that the sensor is capable of monitoring both pressure and shear at stresses up to 350 kPa and 80 kPa,
respectively. These promising results suggest that these sensors could have a strong potential for
effective pressure and shear measurements at the critical residual limb-socket interfaces.

Although capacitive sensors require more sophisticated electronics, they are found to provide
higher sensitivity and flexibility, lower temperature dependency, more robust structure, lower power
consumption, better frequency response and a larger dynamic range than piezoresistive devices.
The main drawback is their susceptibility to crosstalk noise, especially when arranged in a mesh
configuration, and therefore require relatively sophisticated electronics to filter out this noise [54,69,88].
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4.4. Optical Sensors

Fiber optical sensors (FOS) were introduced to the field of medicine in the 1960s for cardiac,
endoscopic, and intravascular applications [96]. In recent years, FOS have demonstrated an extensive
and rapid growth in many basic life sciences research and medical applications [97–102] as a useful
sensing device for measuring strain [103,104], pressure [105], force [106], temperature [107] or refractive
index [108]. The most common sensing techniques applied to FOS in the field of biomechanics are
based on intensity [109], phase [110], and wavelength modulation [111], the latter being associated
with the operation of fiber Bragg grating sensors (FBGs). FBGs have attracted many researchers
due to their superior advantages, including high sensitivity, durability, immunity to electromagnetic
interference (EMI), mutiplexability and resistant to harsh environments [112,113]. In biomechanics
and rehabilitation engineering, FBGs have been demonstrated for measurement of a wide variety of
parameters; including strain inside and on the surface of intact and plated bones, shrinkage stresses in
bone cement during polymerization, pressure mapping in orthopedic joints, stresses in Intervertebral
discs, deformation in chest wall to study lung biomechanics, pressure distribution in human-machine
interfaces, forces induced by tendons and ligaments, angles between body segments during gait, and
many others in dental biomechanics [75]. Indeed, they seem to be the potential alternative to those
SGs, piezoresistive, capacitive, and electromechanical pressure sensors [55,114].

The FBG has a longitudinal periodic variation of the refractive index neff written in the core of
optical fiber in different methods; phase mask, direct writing, or a combination of phase mask and
interferometry, for generating the required spatial pattern [115,116]. When an optical fiber with an
FBG is coupled to a light source and subjected to any external mechanical forces, the light passing
through it will be back-reflected by the FBG itself at a Bragg wavelength, λB, depending on the spacing
between the periodic variations and the strain-optic effect [117]. The working principles are illustrated
in Figure 5. The reflected spectrum depends on the refraction index (neff) and the Bragg grating period
(Λ) of the grating, according to the following equation:

λB “ 2ne f f Λ (4)
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In the last decade, a few studies have demonstrated the feasibility of FBG sensors in lower limb
prosthetic sockets. The IASiS project was launched in 2008, aiming to use FBG sensors in rehabilitation
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engineering such as prosthetic sockets [19]. Kanellos and his colleagues developed a flexible 2D
FBG pressure sensing pad that could be suitable for pressure mapping in the residual limb-socket
interfaces [118]. They also studied the reliability and durability of this sensing pad in prosthetic socket
applications through the identification of three basic fabrication parameters: fiber embodiment in the
polymeric pad, pad thickness, the type of FBG fiber [119]. They found that the optimum sensing pad
that guarantees enhanced durability and required sensitivity is when the FBG fiber is embedded at
the center of 3-mm thick PDMS polymeric sensing pad. Later in 2015, Al-Fakih et al. conducted a
similar study to assess different embedding materials when the sensing pads are attached to Pelite
and silicone liners [3]. It was obvious that the FBGs embedded in harder materials exhibit higher
sensitivity and accuracy with both types of liners. Tsiokos et al. suggested a pressure management
system that works in two steps [120]. The first step is to measure pressure loads across the residual
limb-socket interface in order to generate pressure maps that define pressure distribution. The data
obtained from the sensors drive the pressure actuators attached to the inner socket wall to redistribute
the loads throughout the interface for pressure relief. However, there are no subsequent studies found
in the literature to validate this distinctive system.

The capability of FBG sensors to measure interface pressures between the residual limb and
socket in-situ was first investigated by researchers from the University of Malaya Center for Applied
Biomechanics (CAB) in 2013 [121]. A pressure sensor was formed by embedding a single FBG at the
neutral layer of a polymeric sensing pad and attached to the PT region of the socket. A heavy duty
balloon was positioned in socket and inflated/deflated in a cyclic pattern using air compressor to
mimic the actual amputee’s gait. The sensor showed good reliability and acceptable hysteresis, opening
up the evolutionary road into smart FBG-based socket pressure monitoring systems. Later in 2015, the
same researchers improved the sensor design and fabricated an expandable array of FBGs that could
be inserted within prosthetic sockets to provide an overall impression of the pressure distribution
throughout the interface [3]. Only one subject took part in this study to clinically validate the findings
of this sensing pad. The results showed that the FBG array is capable of successfully measuring the
interface pressure within the prosthetic socket. To assess the validity of the FBG sensor, its results
were compared to those obtained using the commercially available F-socket transducers. FBG sensors
produced higher pressure magnitudes at all the sensing sites. This might be due to the thickness of the
FBG sensing pads, yet the pressure pattern was similar for both sensor types. This sensor design needs
to be tested on a larger sample size to further validate the findings.

Monitoring shear stresses is increasingly important in prosthetic sockets. All previous FBG sensor
designs were capable of measuring only direct pressures. Zhang et al. reported a polymer FBG (PFBG)
sensor capable of measuring normal and shear stresses [122]. The sensor consisted of two PFBGs
embedded in a soft PDMS matrix, one of which is horizontally placed while the other is tilted across
the matrix as shown in Figure 6. Four gaskets were used to fixate the gratings at their ends. The matrix
was experimentally demonstrated by simultaneously applying normal and shear stresses to induce
strains on FBGs. The results showed that the sensor performed well and could determine the pressure
and shear stresses. In spite of its high sensitivity, this soft sensor could be suitable for making low
normal and shear stresses measurement. Further studies are needed to study the sensor repeatability
and durability before being used for practical applications.
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Opto-electronic sensors that incorporate a printed circuit board (PCB) have been utilized in
prosthetic research for pressure and shear measurements. An optoelectronic pressure sensor made of
an external silicone bulk structure and a printed circuit board which accommodates an array of sensitive
elements has been introduced to monitor pressure distribution at human-machine interfaces such as
prosthetic sockets and the foot-ground interface [76,123,124]. Each sensitive element is composed of a
light transmitter, a LED and a receiver, a photodiode. Figure 7 shows the sensor structure and how the
silicone bulk plays a major role in the transduction principle. When pressure is applied onto the sensor,
the silicone bulk deforms itself. The light intensity received by the photodiode varies proportionally
its output voltage. However, this design was not practically evaluated in prosthetic sockets.
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A different configuration of optoelectronic sensors was developed by Missinne et al. in 2010 [125].
They demonstrated a new shear sensor concept that is very thin and flexible and works based on
the changing of optical power between the emitter (laser) and receiver (photodiode) separated by a
deformable sensing layer of PDMS. The sensor structure deforms when subjected to external shear
forces, resulting in varying the power intensity received by the photodiode. This sensor concept
was found to be reproducible and limitedly influenced by normal stresses. Later in 2012, a group
of researchers from Sandia National Labs in Albuquerque, NM, USA, described the development of
an inexpensive three-axis optoelectronic sensor that is composed of small, surface-mount integrated
circuits with multiple layers of silicone elastomer [77]. The sensor was able to make normal and shear
measurements. The integrated circuit contains five small packages of a LED and phototransistor;
one to detect normal loads, two to detect shear in one direction, and two others to detect shear in the
orthogonal direction. The top layer of the elastomer was constructed of a square reflective silicone
centered over the sensor for detecting normal loads and an absorptive opaque silicone placed at the
boundaries. When normal loads are applied, the reflective silicone moves the LED (emitter) into the
phototransistor (detector), causing more reflected lights into the detector. Shear loads are detected by
the changing ratio of absorptive to reflective materials between the emitter and the detector. The sensor
exhibited modest drift and hysteresis. Some media news reported that a number of these sensors had
been embedded in silicone liners to measure normal and shear stresses at the residual limb-prosthetic
socket of a number of transtibial amputees [126], but no published work demonstrating this sensor
liner can be found in the literature.

The optical sensors, however, have a few disadvantages such that their full operation might be
hampered due to any damage to the optical fiber or optoelectronic components [112]. In addition,
electrical type systems such as optoelectronic sensors are susceptible to EMIs [127]. Contrastingly, the
key advantage of FBG sensors is their immunity to EMIs, making them the potential candidate to
replace the existing measurement systems being used for transtibial prosthetic socket pressure and
shear measurements.

5. Prosthetic Interface Stress Measurement in Different Socket Designs

Many studies have been conducted using the aforementioned force transducers to make the
normal and shear measurements for amputees wearing PTB and TSB sockets during level walking,
running, stairs, and slops. These studies are grouped based on the socket design concept. Table 2 also
summarizes the applications of various pressure transducers based on their transduction methods.
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Table 2. Pressure transducers used within transtibial sockets based on different transduction methods.

Authors Year Objectives Sensor Type Mounting
Method Socket Type Sites of Interest No. of

Subjects Ref.

Rae and Cockrell 1971
To compare the differences in interface peak

pressures in sockets with no liner, sponge
liner, and silicone liner at that time.

Diaphragm SG
(Kulite)

Inserted in
socket PTB

Condylar flairs (MTC,
LTC), PT, distal
anterior region

(Kick-point, KP)

- [57]

Pearson et al. 1973 To compare interface pressures during
standing and walking.

Diaphragm SG
(Kulite)

Inserted in
socket PTB PT, KP, MTC, and LTC 10 [128]

Chino et al. 1975

To investigate the effect of various suspension
systems on the suction pressure between the
apex of the stump and the socket during the

swing phase.

Diaphragm SG
(Kulite)

Inserted in
socket PTB KP 8 [23]

Sanders et al. 1990
To design the instrumentation capable of

measuring normal and shear stresses
simultaneously in prosthetic sockets

Piston-type SG Mounted on
socket wall - - - [129]

Sanders et al. 1993
To report the characteristics of interface stress
wave-form shapes and their effects on stump

tissue mechanics
Piston-type SG Mounted on

socket wall PTB At discrete points at all
socket aspects 3 [130]

Sanders et al. 1997

To investigate the magnitudes of maximal
stance phase pressure, maximal shear stress,

shear angle and changes in pressures for each
of the 13 sites in sockets of two amputees.

Piston-type SG Mounted on
socket wall PTB 13 sites (anterior,

lateral, and posterior) 2 [131]

Goh et al. 2003
To investigate pressure distribution in sockets

fabricated using pressure casting
(PCast) technique.

Piston-type SG Mounted on
socket wall

Hydrocast
socket 16 Discrete points 5 [44]

Goh et al. 2004 To compare pressure profile of PCast and
PTB sockets Piston-type SG Mounted on

socket wall
PTB &

Hydrocast 16 Discrete points 4 [132]

Abu Osman et al. 2010

To investigate the effect of varying the load
(through the depth of indentation) on the

patellar tendon bar on the pattern of pressure
distribution at the stump–socket interface and
if there is any correlation between varying the
load on the patellar tendon and the pressure

distribution at other sites in the socket

Piston-type SG Mounted on
socket wall PTB

16 sites including
those in high

curvature regions
10 [79]

Meier et al. 1973 To investigate pressures on the residual limbs
of 8 transtibial amputees. Capacitive Inserted in

socket PTB 5 sites 8 [73]
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Table 2. Cont.

Authors Year Objectives Sensor Type Mounting
Method Socket Type Sites of Interest No. of

Subjects Ref.

Dou et al. 2006

To measure pressures at five interesting sites
of only one below-knee amputee socket

during walking on stairs, flat, and
non-flat roads

Capacitive Inserted in
socket 5 sites 1 [6]

Convery & Buis 1998, 1999
To compare the dynamic residual limb-socket

interface pressure distributions in PTB and
Hydrocast (TSB) sockets

Piezoresistive
(F-Socket)

Attached to
inner socket

wall

PTB &
Hydrocast

Overall impression of
the interface 1 [133,134]

Dumbleton et al. 2009

To compare the dynamic interface pressure
distribution and patient satisfaction between
PTB sockets with Pelite liners and hydrostatic

sockets with silicone liners

Piezoresistive
(F-Socket)

Attached to
inner socket

wall

PTB &
Hydrocast

Overall impression of
the interface 48 [135]

Ali et al. 2012

To clinically investigate the interface pressure
in TSB sockets with Dermo and Seal-In X5

liners during normal walking on level ground
and their effect on patient satisfaction

Piezoresistive
(F-Socket)

Attached in
between the

stump and liner
TSB Overall impression of

the interface 9 [136]

Ali et al. 2014

To compare the patients’ satisfaction and
identify the perceived problems with the

subjects’ prostheses while using three
different suspension systems: Pelite, Dermo
liner with shuttle lock, and Seal-In X5 liner

Piezoresistive
(F-Socket)

Attached in
between the

stump and liner
TSB Overall impression of

the interface 30 [137]

Ali et al. 2013, 2015

To compare the interface pressure between
the Dermo and Seal-In X5 liners during more
amputees’ daily activities such as stair ascent

and decent and ramp negotiation

Piezoresistive
(F-Socket)

Attached in
between the

stump and liner
TSB Overall impression of

the interface 10 [92,138]

Eshraghi et al. 2013
To evaluate a patented magnetic-based

suspension system in-situ with regard to the
pistoning during walking

Piezoresistive
(F-Socket)

Attached in
between the

stump and liner
TSB Overall impression of

the interface - [139]

Eshraghi et al. 2013

To experimentally investigate the interface
pressures with the magnetic suspension

system compared to the other two commonly
used suspension systems: pin/lock

and seal-in

Piezoresistive
(F-Socket)

Attached in
between the

stump and liner
TSB Overall impression of

the interface 12 [32]

Eshraghi et al. 2015

To compare the effect of these three
suspension systems on the interface pressures
inside transtibial sockets during locomotion

on stairs and ramps

Piezoresistive
(F-Socket)

Attached in
between the

stump and liner
TSB Overall impression of

the interface - [140]
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5.1. PTB Sockets

Rae and Cockrell used linear and area arrays of diaphragm SG-based pressure transducers (Kulite
transducers) inserted in PTB sockets to determine the interface pressure during normal walking at
three different conditions: no liner, Kemblo liner, and silicone gel liner [57]. The average peak pressures
were found to be the lowest with silicone liners. Pearson et al. also used the same transducers to
measure interface pressures in the PTB critical regions for static stance-support positions (prosthetic
limb suspended, the weight on both limbs, and the weight fully borne by the prosthesis) and during
walking [141]. The results showed that the static pressure when the weight fully borne by the prosthesis
with contracted residual limb muscles approaches that of the maximum pressure during walking,
which might be used as a clinical measure to provide protection against excessive dynamic pressures.
In 1975, the same researchers investigated the effect of rubber suspension sleeve on the suction pressure
at the small space between the distal area of the residual limb and transtibial PTB socket during the
swing phase. The suspension sleeve played a major role in improving the overall comfort and function
of the prosthesis when compared with suprapatellar cuff or thigh band suspension methods [23].

Meier and colleagues employed capacitive sensors to record pressures at five sites on the residual
limbs of eight transtibial amputees [73]. The subjects have undergone several clinical trials and the
results showed a range of interface pressures up to 415 kPa. Dou et al. have used portable, real-time
(50 Hz), telemetric Pliance capacitive sensors that were placed between a 6-mm thick silicone liner and
PTB socket to measure pressures at five sites of interest on the residual limb of only one transtibial
amputee during walking on stairs, flat, and non-flat roads [6]. However, multiple subjects are required
to ensure the effectiveness of such sensors with different liners and socket designs. Unfortunately, the
Novel capacitive socket sensor can measure only interface pressures [127], but not shear stresses which
are of great interest to researchers and play a major role in skin problems.

Piston-type SG transducers mounted on socket wall were also employed. Their capability of
measuring normal and shear stresses is their key advantage. Sanders and colleagues were the first to
have conducted a series of studies using piston-type SG transducers to investigate interface normal
and shear stresses simultaneously in transtibial amputees using PTB sockets [45,129,142]. They also
reported the characteristics of interface stress wave-form shapes and discussed the effects of those
characteristics on residual limb tissue mechanics [130]. Later in 1997, they expanded their investigative
studies by measuring interface stresses at 13 sites on the residual limbs of amputees wearing PTB
sockets [131]. In addition to characterizing the similarities and differences of interface stress wave-form
shape among different sites, they investigated the magnitudes of maximal stance phase pressure,
maximal shear stress, shear angle, and changes in pressures for each site. Zachariah and Sanders
used the same transducers on two male amputees wearing PTB sockets with no liners to address
whether the interface stress ratios of standing to walking are the same in different regions of the
residual limb [43]. In addition, they questioned the linear increase of interface stress magnitudes as the
amputee progresses from minimal weight-bearing to equal weight bearing, to full weight-bearing, to
the stance phase of walking. They found that standing stresses were moderately predictive of peak
walking stresses only with full weight-bearing. These findings are in agreement with those obtained by
Pearson et al. using Kulite sensors [128]. Non-linearity from minimal to equal to full weight bearing at
the anterior region peak pressures was evident.

Abu Osman and co-workers have positioned SG-based transducers at 16 sites (see Figure 8),
more than in previously reported studies, at all the interesting points, including those located on the
high-curvature regions [79]. They investigated to what extent the changing indentation depth at the
PT region would affect the pattern of interface pressure distribution and then assessed the correlation
that may exist between the pressure magnitudes at PT bar and other sites within the socket [16].
Ten male subjects participated in this study and the PT bar of their sockets was indented inward at
2-mm each, but not more than 4 mm from the original position. The results revealed that altering the
indentation depth at PT bar had no effect on the pressure distribution at all sites within the socket, and
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the subjects who participated in this study experienced no pain or discomfort from removing the PT
bar, concluding that the PT bar could be eliminated during the socket fabrication.
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5.2. TSB Sockets

Goh et al. have also used piston-type SG transducers to investigate the pressure distribution of
five amputees wearing TSB sockets fabricated using the pressure casting (PCast) technique [44]. The
transducers were mounted on the socket wall at discrete points, and pressure and gait parameters
were measured simultaneously during standing and walking. PCast technique was found to be able
to produce comfortably fitting sockets. This study showed that hydrostatic method might be an
attractive concept as it distributes the pressure evenly across the interface. In addition, it improves
socket delivery time. However, the authors did not consider shear stresses.

The pressures associated with pin suspension system used with TSB sockets were first investigated
and compared with those obtained from the suction suspension by Beil et al. using five FSRs [143]. The
FSR sensors were placed at discrete points on the residual limb for pressure measurements, and an air
pressure sensor was used to measure the negative pressure at the distal end of the limb. Eight unilateral
amputees were provided with TSB sockets with urethane liners. The results confirmed the hypothesis
that during swing phase, higher pressures at the proximal region of residual limb and a large vacuum
at the distal end were observed with pin suspension. The researchers concluded that this combination
of pressures observed in amputees using pin/lock liners might be the cause of the daily skin problems.

5.3. PTB vs. TSB Sockets

Goh et al. compared the pressure distribution of a PCast socket with traditional PTB sockets
using piston-type SG transducers [132]. The transducers were mounted at 16 sites of interest within
the sockets of four transtibial amputees who volunteered for this study. Two subjects had a similar
pressure profile for the two types of sockets. The third subject exhibited a ring of high pressure at
the proximal part in PTB socket while the fourth had higher pressure distally at the PCast socket. It
seems that due to the low number of amputees participating in this study, the researchers could not
determine which socket concept was the best. However, they avoided the high curvature regions such
as tibia1 crest, patellar tendon, and fibular head.

Using a limited number of SG transducers (i.e., 16 sites) in previous investigations could not
provide an overall impression of the residual limb-socket interface pressure distribution during
amputee gait. This is because the stresses in areas between the measurement sites are dismissed.
In research and clinical settings, researchers preferred the use of F-Socket system as it could cover more
than 90 percent of the interior surface of a transtibial sockets as shown in Figure 4 above. Convery and
Buis were the first to use a F-Socket system for comparing the residual limb-socket interface pressure
distributions in PTB and Hydrocast (TSB) sockets under dynamic conditions [133,134]. The sensors
were attached to the inner socket wall and data were collected during the gait stance phase of a single
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amputee. The same experimental procedures with a TSB socket were repeated for comparison purposes.
Pressure gradients within the Hydrocast socket during gait were found to be less pronounced and
more evenly distributed than in PTB sockets with emphasizing that more distal pressure in TSB sockets
was noted. In addition, a ring of high pressures was observed at the proximal level of PTB socket with
no major distal end pressure.

Dumbleton et al. conducted a similar study, comparing the dynamic interface pressure distribution
and patient satisfaction between PTB sockets with Pelite liner and Hydrostatic sockets with silicone
liners at various regions on the residual limb during ambulation [135]. A larger number of amputees
(n = 48) were involved in this study; half wore PTB sockets while the other half wore pressure-cast
sockets. The transducers were inserted in between the liner and socket, calibrated using specially made
calibration platform that employs air inflatable bladder. The results showed that smaller variations
in the interface pressures were found in pressure-cast socket, leading to a more consistently fitting
socket. Pressure variations in PTB socket were steeper, resulting in increased shear stresses which are
major causes of skin problems. Despite the different casting techniques, the interface pressures were
higher in pressure-cast socket concept and not, as expected, in the PTB socket concept. Due to this
discrepancy, the researchers could not confirm the uniform pressure distribution in the hydrostatic
socket concept, highlighting that the interface pressure distribution exhibited a consistent pattern in
the two socket types.

6. Effect of Liner Materials and Suspension Systems

Cushioning is crucial to protect the residual limb soft tissues as they are not accustomed to weight
bearing [144,145]. Therefore, liners have been introduced to help in cushioning the transfer of loads
and alleviating shock from the contact between the residual limb and prosthetic socket [30,146,147].
Until the early 1990s, transtibial amputees were equipped with PTB sockets with a soft polyethylene
foam liner. Later in the mid-1990s, TSB sockets with silicone or elastomeric liners rolled onto the
residual limb were proposed in an effort to offer better cushioning, suspension, and durability [147,148].
They also provide comfort and reduce shear forces [149]. However, sweating is the main problem
encountering transtibial amputees using TSB sockets with silicone liners due to the reduced ventilation
between the residual limb and liner. In addition, TSB socket users face difficulties in sitting due to the
creases that appear at the popliteal fossa [150]. Therefore, amputees spending most of the day sitting
prefer to use PTB sockets with the Pelite insert. Figure 9 shows various types of existing liners.
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Silicone liners play an important role in securing the residual limb to the socket to provide good
suspension. Pin and suction suspension systems are the most commonly used by amputees wearing
gel liners within undersized TSB sockets, though the suspension methods are quite different [143]. The
pin suspension employs a metal pin affixed at the distal end of the gel liner to keep it in place at the
bottom of the socket. The suction suspension induces suction in the air space at the distal end of socket
to prevent the liner from sliding proximally relative to the socket during the swing phase of gait cycle.
Usually, a sleeve is used to seal the air space alongside a one-way valve at the distal socket.

To understand the effect of suspension systems on the comfort and satisfaction of amputees,
Boonstra et al. conducted a study to compare the Fillauer silicone suction socket (3S) with shuttle
locking mechanism to the supracondylar PTB socket with Pelite liner [152]. Of the eight subjects who
participated in this study, two were not able to tolerate the 3S system and four preferred the use of
Pelite system due to the ease of donning and doffing. Only the remaining two preferred the 3S system
since it provides full contact of the residual limb. Another study by Coleman et al. assessed the overall
ambulatory activity and subjects’ preference for amputees using an Alpha gel liner with distal pin/lock
suspension and Pelite liners with neoprene suspension sleeves [17]. The questionnaire results showed
that ten of the thirteen subjects participating in the study preferred to continue using Pelite liners.
In addition, the subjects spent 82% more time wearing the Pelite and took 83% more steps per day. The
aforementioned studies depended on subject’s preference and walking activity without recording the
interface pressures within the subjects’ prosthetic sockets.

Until 2010, the literature reveals that despite the existence of many types of liners and suspension
systems, there was little scientific evidence to inform the prescription practices of prosthetic liners.
Instead, clinical prescription relied on the prosthetist experience, amputee feedback, and/or colleague
recommendations [24,144]. Many researchers had previously been focusing on the mechanical
properties of liner materials [153,154] and feedbacks from prosthesis wearers [17]. The mechanical
properties have been summarized in review articles by Sanders et al. and Klute et al. [144,155].
Thereafter, Boutwell et al. have studied the effect of the gel liner thickness on the interface pressure
between the residual limb and socket using the Pliance system [156]. They found that thicker liners
significantly reduced the peak pressure at the fibula head in all subjects and can redistribute the loads
more uniformly across the residual limbs. However, amputees with thicker liners experienced less
stability during walking. While the material properties of liners had been well studied ex vivo, research
discerning the significant differences in performance between different liners in situ to aid with clinical
choices was lacking.

Recently, a series of research studies aiming at the assessment of different liners and suspension
systems through the measurement of interface pressures between the residual limb and socket using
Tekscan F-Socket transducers have been conducted at the University of Malaya CAB. Ali et al. have
clinically investigated the interface pressure in TSB sockets with Dermo and Seal-In X5 liners during
normal walking on level ground and their effect on patient satisfaction [136]. Nine unilateral amputees
were involved in this study, each of whom was equipped with two sockets; one with Dermo liner
with shuttle lock and another with Seal-In X5 liner with a valve. The Seal-In X5 liner has five seals
at its distal part that conform to the shape of the internal socket wall and residual limb [157]. The
F-Socket transducers were inserted between the residual limb and liner to measure pressures at the
anterior, posterior, medial, and lateral aspects of the socket. The results of this investigation revealed
that Dermo liner produces less interface peak pressures than those with Seal-In X5 liner. The mean
peak pressures with Seal-In X5 liner were 34%, 24%, 7% higher at the anterior, posterior medial
aspects of the socket (p = 0.008, p = 0.046, p = 0.025) than it was with Dermo liner. There was no
significant difference between the liners at the lateral aspect of the socket. The amputees also felt
more comfortable with the Dermo liner (p < 0.05). A qualitative study by the same research team
compared the patients’ satisfaction and identified the perceived problems with the subjects’ prostheses
while using three different suspension systems: Pelite, Dermo liner with shuttle lock, and Seal-In X5
liner [137]. Thirty patients with transtibial amputations agreed to participate in this study. The results
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of the survey confirmed the findings of the aforementioned clinical investigation of interface pressure
using F-Socket transducers [136]. The patients demonstrated more satisfaction and fewer problems
with Dermo liner compared to Pelite and Seal-In X5 liners. Therefore, it was concluded that the Dermo
liner might be the best choice for transtibial amputees and these results might help the clinicians and
prosthetists in selection criteria of prosthetic liners.

The research team expanded their investigations to compare the interface pressure between
the two liners during more amputees’ daily activities such as stair ascent and decent [92] and ramp
negotiation [138]. Ten amputees participated in this study and F-Socket mats were used to record
the interface pressures. Again, the Dermo liner with shuttle lock showed lower interface pressures
than Seal-In X5 liner at the anterior, posterior and medial aspects of the socket during stairs and ramp
negotiation. In addition, their qualitative survey showed that the amputees wearing Seal-In X5 liner
experienced less satisfaction and more encountered problems during stairs and ramp negotiation.

Eshraghi et al. patented a new magnetic-based coupling system capable of suspending the
prosthesis with acoustic safety alarm system to ensure proper use with silicone liners [139]. They
evaluated this system in-situ with regard to the pistoning during walking. The magnetic suspension
system produced less pistoning compared to the pin/lock suspension system. The same researchers
also used F-Socket transducers to experimentally investigate the interface pressures with the magnetic
suspension system compared to the other two commonly used suspension systems: pin/lock and
seal-in [32]. Twelve transtibial amputees volunteered to participate in this study and the resultant
peak pressures with the three suspension systems were recorded during walking. There were
statistically significant differences between the three systems. The magnetic system produced less
peak pressures compared to the pin/lock system over the anterior and posterior aspects of the sockets.
Furthermore, the highest interface pressures existed with the seal-in suspension system. Overall, the
newly developed magnetic suspension system reduced the pressures within the socket, particularly
during the swing phase of gait. It also reduced the pain and discomfort at distal end of the residual
limb that is associated with the use of pin/lock suspension system. Eshraghi et al. also compared the
effect of these three suspension systems on the interface pressures inside transtibial sockets during
locomotion on stairs and ramps [140]. The greatest peak pressures were observed again with seal-in
suspension system. It is obvious from the literature that magnetic system produced the lowest interface
pressures inside the socket while the highest pressures exist with the seal-in system during walking,
stair ascent and decent, and ramps. However, the pistoning is lessened with suction systems with
Seal-in liner when compared to the other systems [150].

7. Conclusions

It is evident that interface normal and shear stresses in transtibial prosthetic sockets have been
investigated using a variety of measurement systems developed during the past five decades. The
use of such systems considerably helped researchers/prosthetists clearly understand the mechanical
interactions between the residual limb and socket, thus contributed to the improvement of prosthetic
socket designs. A few systems (i.e., Tekscan and Pliance) have been commercially available and could
be efficacious in clinical settings, but they unfortunately are unable to measure shear stresses that are
of great significance to researchers since they severely induce skin ulcers and irritations on the residual
limb. On the other hand, SG-based transducers are capable of measuring both normal and shear
stresses, but their bulkiness hampered their use in clinical settings. Unlike conventional transducers
that are usually mounted on socket wall or inserted in the residual limb-socket interface, the emerging
optical FBG and optoelectronic transducers could be embedded directly into the socket wall or
silicone liner themselves, eliminating any measurement distortions that occur due to bulkiness and/or
crease of conventional transducers. These superior advantages could make optical-based transducers
become the alternative candidate to the aforementioned techniques. Yet, a collaborative work between
engineers, scientists, and programming experts is highly recommended to bring these emerging
optical-based techniques into maturity. As for the socket design concepts, the rapid prototyping
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manufacturing technique showed promising results such that they reduce the socket fabrication time
from days to hours, affecting the cost and eliminating the tedious and laborious steps of traditional
socket fabrication methods. Suspension systems that distally lock the silicone liner into socket (i.e.,
pin/lock or magnetic) developed the lowest interface pressures inside sockets and improved the
overall satisfaction perceived by amputees.
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